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Definition of Definition of atmosphericatmospheric cloudcloud and and precipitationprecipitation

1)  CLOUD1)  CLOUD

A A cloudcloud is a is a volumevolume of of atmosphericatmospheric air air containingcontaining a a certaincertain amountamount of of 
condensatecondensate as as waterwater oror iceice

alternativelyalternatively
an an atmosphericatmospheric air air massmass withwith visible visible waterwater oror iceice particlesparticles

2)2) PRECIPITATIONPRECIPITATION

PrecipitationPrecipitation representsrepresents a a detectabledetectable fluxflux of of fallingfalling waterwater species species 

((rainrain drops, drops, snowsnow particlesparticles, , hailhail, , graupelgraupel, , sleetsleet ) ) formedformed by by 
microphysicalmicrophysical processesprocesses, , e.ge.g. . vaporvapor diffusion, diffusion, collissioncollission and/and/oror
coalescensecoalescense of of cloudcloud drops, drops, freezingfreezing and and meltingmelting..



WHY  ARE  CLOUDS  IMPORTANT WHY  ARE  CLOUDS  IMPORTANT 

IN  METEOROLOGICAL  MODELS ?IN  METEOROLOGICAL  MODELS ?

ThereThere is a is a mutualmutual interactioninteraction betweenbetween cloudsclouds

and and all theall the most most importantimportant meteorologicalmeteorological processesprocesses::

DynamicsDynamics

TurbulenceTurbulence

ConvectionConvection

RadiationRadiation

MicrophysicsMicrophysics ((condensationcondensation and and precipitationprecipitation))

ChemistryChemistry includingincluding aerosol aerosol processesprocesses



AbsoluteAbsolute amountamount of of waterwater substancesubstance



SaturationSaturation insideinside cloudsclouds

InsideInside a a cloudcloud the the specificspecific humidityhumidity is as a is as a firstfirst approximationapproximation saturatedsaturated withwith
respectrespect to bulk to bulk waterwater oror iceice: : 



The The detailsdetails of of dropletdroplet oror iceice crystalcrystal formation formation veryvery complexcomplex::

In the In the atmosphereatmosphere therethere is not ` bulk is not ` bulk waterwater´, and ´, and 
waterwater dropletsdroplets//iceice crystalscrystals do not do not automaticallyautomatically form form ––

A more A more refinedrefined thermodynamicsthermodynamics is is neededneeded to to 
understand understand dropletdroplet formation. formation. ThisThis includesincludes
surfacesurface tension (tension (σσ)) and the drop and the drop radius of radius of curvaturecurvature ( r )( r )

[for [for detailsdetails seesee PruppacherPruppacher and and KlettKlett: : 
MicrophysicsMicrophysics of of cloudsclouds and and precipitationprecipitation, , ChaptersChapters 4 4 --6, 6, 
KluwerKluwer AcademicAcademic Publishers, 1997 ]Publishers, 1997 ]



The The detailsdetails of of dropletdroplet oror iceice crystalcrystal formation formation veryvery complexcomplex::

TheoryTheory predictspredicts veryvery large large supersaturationssupersaturations comparedcompared to the bulk to the bulk 
formulaformula beforebefore dropletdroplet formation/formation/iceice crystalscrystals wouldwould occuroccur ! ! 
( ( formulaformula alreadyalready derivedderived in 1870 by Lord Kelvin)in 1870 by Lord Kelvin)

In reality the In reality the presencepresence of aerosols (of aerosols (cloudcloud condensationcondensation nucleinuclei
(CCN) , (CCN) , withwith diametres diametres typicallytypically < 0.2 < 0.2 μμm) m) havinghaving an an affinityaffinity for for 
waterwater is the is the reasonreason for generation of for generation of dropletsdroplets at at saturationsaturation vaporvapor
pressurespressures whichwhich maymay bebe eithereither lowerlower of of somewhatsomewhat higherhigher thanthan
the `bulk the `bulk waterwater pressurespressures´́



SaturationSaturation pressurepressure over a over a dropletdroplet



ScalesScales of of occurrenceoccurrence ((cloudsclouds))

horizontalhorizontal dimension of dimension of orderorder 100 m (100 m (e.ge.g. for . for shallowshallow cumuluscumulus cloudsclouds))

to 100 km  for large  stratiform to 100 km  for large  stratiform cloudcloud sheetssheets. . 

CloudCloud variables, variables, e.ge.g. . cloudcloud waterwater insideinside cloudsclouds, , oftenoften exhibitexhibit considrableconsidrable

variabilityvariability insideinside cloudsclouds downdown to the smallest to the smallest scalesscales ~100m. ~100m. 

(See, (See, e.ge.g. for . for cumuluscumulus cloudsclouds Rogers and Rogers and YauYau, 1996, , 1996, -- for stratocumulus for stratocumulus 

in the in the contextcontext of ASTEX , Albrecht et al., 1995)of ASTEX , Albrecht et al., 1995)

Time Time scalesscales: The : The shortestshortest scalesscales areare associatetassociatet withwith individualindividual shallowshallow

cumuluscumulus cloudsclouds ((minutesminutes) to large stratiform ) to large stratiform cloudcloud sheetssheets ((manymany hourshours))



ScalesScales of of occurrenceoccurrence (precipitation(precipitation--1)1)

ManyMany studies, studies, e.ge.g. . usingusing data from data from weatherweather radar and radar and rainrain gauges have show gauges have show thatthat

precipitationprecipitation exhibitsexhibits veryvery significantsignificant small small structuresstructures in in spacespace and time , and time , e.ge.g. . 

OrographicalOrographical influenceinfluence, not , not onlyonly from from highhigh mountainsmountains, but , but alsoalso for small for small hillshills withwith

a a heightheight of of lessless thanthan 50 m, 50 m, e.ge.g. Tor . Tor BergeronBergeron in Uppsala in Uppsala reportreport No. 6 (1968): No. 6 (1968): 

””UnexpectedlyUnexpectedly , small orographic features , small orographic features areare reflectedreflected in the fine in the fine structurestructure of of rainfallrainfall

distribution”. distribution”. –– OnlyOnly a 20ma 20m--30m plateau is 30m plateau is neededneeded in the in the UpsalaUpsala fieldfield to to produceproduce

approximatelyapproximately a 20 % a 20 % precipitationprecipitation increaseincrease. . 

Mesoscale Mesoscale structurestructure of of rainrain has has beenbeen notednoted by by manymany, , e.ge.g. Austin and . Austin and HouzeHouze

(J. (J. Appl.MeteorAppl.Meteor., 925., 925--935 ,1972):935 ,1972):

DifferentDifferent scalesscales cancan bebe identifiedidentified, from a , from a ’’synopticsynoptic scalescale’’, (100km * 100km ) , (100km * 100km ) downdown to to 

mesoscales ( 3km *3km ).  The mesoscales ( 3km *3km ).  The associatedassociated time time scalesscales varyvary from from 

typicallytypically 24 24 hourshours to 0.5 to 0.5 hourshours,  ,  respectivelyrespectively. . 



ScalesScales of of occurrenceoccurrence (precipitation(precipitation--2)2)

The The associatedassociated peakpeak precipitationprecipitation rate is rate is increasedincreased as the as the spatialspatial scalescale

is is reducedreduced. . 

Heavy Heavy rainrain is is observedobserved in in bothboth stratiform and in stratiform and in showeryshowery conditionsconditions. . 

VeryVery fine fine scalescale structuresstructures have have alsoalso beenbeen measuredmeasured usingusing rainrain gauresgaures, , 

e.ge.g. in Denmark . A . in Denmark . A variabilityvariability of of intensityintensity, , usingusing 9 9 rainrain gauges gauges 

of the same design, of the same design, waswas detecteddetected over a 500m*500m over a 500m*500m flatflat fieldfield

((couldcould bebe 20 % 20 % -- 30 %,  30 %,  seesee http://http://www.exigo.dkwww.exigo.dk//projectproject/summary) /summary) 



Models Models predictingpredicting cloudsclouds and and precipitationprecipitation::

CommonCommon to to atmosphericatmospheric models models whichwhich involveinvolve
real time real time predictionspredictions cloudsclouds and and precipitationprecipitation: : 

AdvancedAdvanced cloudcloud physicsphysics cannotcannot alonealone makemake goodgood predictionspredictions ofof
cloudsclouds and and precipitationprecipitation !  The model must start from a !  The model must start from a realisticrealistic
atmosphericatmospheric statestate includingincluding a a realisticrealistic dynamialdynamial forcingforcing, , e.ge.g. the . the 
divergent divergent windwind fieldfield. . ThisThis is is becausebecause of a of a strongstrong link link betweenbetween
convergenceconvergence oror advectionadvection and the evolution of and the evolution of supersaturationsupersaturation and and relatedrelated
condensationcondensation..
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CharacteristicsCharacteristics of the of the differentdifferent models (1)models (1)

Climate models: ( time prediction range : months to years )

Coarse mesh with the risk that accuracy is insufficient:  The fact that many
subgrid scales need to be parameterized creates a big challenge !

Convection needs parameterization, also mesoscale  large convective
complexes (if possible)

Other physics (turbulence, radiation, microphysics need to be fairly realistic if
feasible , but precipitation may be assumed to fall to the ground in one time 
step)

Data-assimilation is not an issue apart from the initial state of the run

Chemistry and aerosols are rather new in climate models and are difficult due 
to sources and sinks !



CharacteristicsCharacteristics of the of the differentdifferent models (2)models (2)

H (hydrostatic) weather model: (time range: now-
casting to days or weeks)

• Resolution is not sufficient to skip any parameterization of the main
processes

• Assumptions related to convection and precipitation release (if
released during a single time step) become questionable at high
model resolution (  a claimed `grey zone issue´) 

• Approximations and simplicity of schemes may be acceptable for 
nowcasting purposes in view of the demands for fast production of 
products !

• Data-assimilation is essential in NWP ( for clouds: radar data,  
Nowcasting SAF,  other satellite data, GPS data and other data for 
humidity information )

• Inclusion of  chemical/aerosol effects is  rather new  but  in 
progress



CharacteristicsCharacteristics of the of the differentdifferent models (3)models (3)

NH-weather model: (time range: now-casting to few
days)

• Resolution sometimes sufficient to skip convective
parameterization (special schemes combining turbulence and 
aspects of convection is under development , e.g. EDMF , ’Eddy-
Diffusion-Mass-Flux’ schemes )

• The NH model dynamics is typically computationally expensive: 
Different type of schemes are available: ´split-explicit’ (`WRF´),  
semi-implicit ( `ALADIN´)

• Approximations and simplicity of schemes may be acceptable for 
nowcasting purposes in view of the demands for fast production of 
products !

• Data-assimilation essential in NWP  but is less developed (so far)  
for very high resolution weather prediction ( for clouds: radar data,  
Nowcasting SAF,  other satellite data, GPS data and other data for 
humidity information )

• Inclusion of chemical/aerosol effects is  new and computationally
demanding.



CharacteristicsCharacteristics of the of the differentdifferent models (4)models (4)

LES: large eddy simulation method is based on Navier-Stokes
equations.  The LES model concept has been used since the 1970s. A 
variety of different `flavours´ and applications of LES exist. – from 
engineering fluid dynamic problems to meteorological research 
models. 

In meteorology: 

• normally Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes equations,  

• incompressibility and Boussinesq aproximations widely used.

• no convection scheme needed !

• in research the microphysics and radiation is much simplified, in real forecasts

using LES this is not desirable. 

• Initialization/data-assimilation is very difficult which has been seen in many
studies  (partly linked to boundary conditions, research ongoing )

• Relevant for very detailed air pollution studies and also forecasts (if feasible)

• LES are very expensive to run on large model areas due to small time steps 



KnownKnown model model challengeschallenges
relatedrelated to to cloudsclouds and and precipitationprecipitation (1)(1)

to analyse to analyse properlyproperly the the atmosphericatmospheric initial initial statestate usingusing datadata--assimilationassimilation

to to describedescribe subgridesubgride scalescale physicsphysics properlyproperly, , especiallyespecially convectiveconvective transportstransports
describeddescribed by by convectionconvection schemesschemes in models in models usingusing gridgrid sizessizes largerlarger thanthan aboutabout
1 km 1 km 

SomeSome models models assumeassume thatthat the model the model precipitationprecipitation fallsfalls to the to the surfacesurface
in a single time step of the model in a single time step of the model whichwhich is is unrealisticunrealistic in in highhigh resolutionresolution
models. models. 

LackLack of of knowledgeknowledge onon actualactual numbernumber densitydensity and the and the propertiesproperties of of 
the the cloudcloud condensationcondensation nucleinuclei –– and a  and a  lacklack of proper of proper 
model model physicsphysics to to taketake intointo accountaccount the the effectseffects of of CCNsCCNs..

IceIce cloudsclouds is a is a specialspecial issueissue requiringrequiring `̀freezingfreezing nucleinuclei´ ´ whichwhich areare
sparsesparse in the in the atmosphereatmosphere and not and not wellwell knownknown..



CloudCloud physicsphysics in models: in models: 
Model Model physicsphysics computationscomputations areare oftenoften done in done in 

a a verticalvertical column column eveneven in in highhigh resolution modelsresolution models

BUTBUT

therethere areare
limitationslimitations associatedassociated withwith the model the model gridgrid

in case of  `column´ in case of  `column´ physicsphysics !!



V

Temperature and humidity changes in a grid volume V is influenced by subgrid scale flux
variations across the volume.  The flux variations are often considered as 
varying in the vertical (`column physics´). The horizontal variation is not properly
accounted for !



EXAMPLE: Column physics see a clear sky above cloud – `Correct´ physics see dense cloud
giving no direct sunshine reaching the cloud ! 



Model clouds are normally treated as fractional in horizontal and not 
in the vertical. This is reasonable to some extent because the horizontal grid size
( e.g. 10 km) is larger than the vertical grid size ( e.g. 100 m)



For small heigth to horizontal grid size ratio it seems
more reasonable to treat cloud cover as fractional in
the horizontal direction only



Real Real cloudsclouds maymay bebe fractionalfractional in the in the verticalvertical ( model ( model gridgrid heightheight =H=H))



Real Real cloudsclouds maymay bebe fractionalfractional bothboth in the in the horizontalhorizontal
and in the and in the verticalvertical



Types of Types of cloudcloud parameterizationsparameterizations inin

atmosphericatmospheric modelsmodels



Types of Types of cloudcloud parameterizationparameterization in models(1)  in models(1)  

DiagnosticDiagnostic cloudcloud parameterizationsparameterizations verifiedverified
by by mainlymainly synopsynop observations, observations, satellitesatellite data, radar data:data, radar data:

ExampleExample:: SlingoSlingo and Ritter in the ECMWF model (1985):and Ritter in the ECMWF model (1985):

FormulationFormulation basedbased onon
relative relative humidityhumidity,  ,  
`̀strengthstrength of inversion´ for stratocumulus type of of inversion´ for stratocumulus type of cloudsclouds, , 
functionfunction of of convectiveconvective precipitationprecipitation rate rate 



Types of Types of cloudcloud parameterizationsparameterizations in models(2) in models(2) 

DiagnosticDiagnostic cloudcloud parameterizationsparameterizations developeddeveloped
and and verifiedverified by by meansmeans of of highhigh resolution LESresolution LES ((ideaidea startedstarted in in 
1980s 1980s --1990s):1990s):

ExampleExample: : XuXu and and RandallRandall ( J. ( J. AtmosAtmos. . SciSci.  .  5353, 3084 , 3084 -- 3102, 3102, -- 1996):1996):
DiagnosticDiagnostic fomulafomula as a as a functionfunction of of 

Relative Relative humidityhumidity
SpecificSpecific cloudcloud condensatecondensate
SaturationSaturation specificspecific humidityhumidity



Types of  Types of  cloudcloud parameterizationsparameterizations (3)(3)

In recent In recent yearsyears it is most it is most commoncommon to to expressexpress cloudcloud cover from cover from 

probablbilityprobablbility densitydensity functionsfunctions ((PDFsPDFs)  )  descibingdescibing howhow the subgrid the subgrid scalescale

variabilityvariability of of prognosticprognostic variables variables occursoccurs acrossacross the model the model gridgrid

The The PDFsPDFs maymay bebe more more oror lessless complicatedcomplicated ((e.ge.g. . varyingvarying in time)in time)

and and asymmetricasymmetric. The  links to the rests of model . The  links to the rests of model formulationformulation needneed to to bebe

consistentconsistent: : 

ExamplesExamples in in litteraturelitterature sincesince 1980s 1980s 

An An exampleexample from the HIRLAM model from the HIRLAM model basedbased onon a PDF is given in the a PDF is given in the 
AppendixAppendix -- A A formulaformula for for convectiveconvective cloudcloud cover at a given cover at a given levellevel

is is derivedderived by  by  solvingsolving 3 3 equationsequations for , for , respectivelyrespectively, integral , integral probabilityprobability, , 

total total specificspecific humidityhumidity and  and  specificspecific cloudcloud condensatecondensate. . 



SpecialSpecial parameterizationparameterization:  The ’:  The ’supersuper--parameterizationparameterization’.’.

In recent In recent yearsyears David David RandallRandall has has suggestedsuggested
a multiscale model approach:  a multiscale model approach:  

`Run a LES model `Run a LES model insideinside everyevery gridgrid squaresquare of a of a coarsecoarse
meshmesh model in model in orderorder to to produceproduce subgrid subgrid scalescale output output 
for the for the coarsecoarse meshmesh model´model´

DisadvantageDisadvantage:  :  

It is It is extremelyextremely expensiveexpensive to run LES model in an to run LES model in an operationaloperational contextcontext
in in suchsuch a a mannermanner !!

The lateral The lateral boundaryboundary conditionsconditions imposeimpose potential problems forpotential problems for
`̀imperfectimperfect´  ´  interactioninteraction betweenbetween the the twotwo models. models. 



ConvectionConvection, , condensationcondensation, , precipitationprecipitation in HIRLAM (1)in HIRLAM (1)

TwoTwo alternative alternative schemesschemes availableavailable::

1) The 1) The KainKain--FritschFritsch for for convectionconvection combinedcombined withwith the the RaschRasch--KristjanssonKristjansson schemescheme

for stratiform for stratiform condensationcondensation

2) 2) STRACOSTRACO ((SoftSoft TRAnsitionTRAnsition COndensationCOndensation)  )  parameterizingparameterizing bothboth convectionconvection

and stratiform and stratiform condensationcondensation. . 

Note Note thatthat

bothboth schemesschemes currentlycurrently assumeassume thatthat precipitationprecipitation releaserelease is is transferredtransferred to the to the groundground in a single in a single 
time steptime step.  .  ThisThis is a is a restrictionrestriction whichwhich is is normallynormally made in made in hydrostatichydrostatic models but not in models but not in veryvery highhigh
resolution (resolution (cloudcloud resolvingresolving models)models)

the the schemesschemes have have untiluntil recentlyrecently operatedoperated withwith specificspecific humidityhumidity and total and total specificspecific cloudcloud
condensatecondensate ((withwith a a diagnosticdiagnostic separation separation betweenbetween cloudcloud waterwater and and cloudcloud iceice). ). 

a a convectionconvection schemescheme is is neededneeded in in orderorder to to parametericeparameterice the the effecteffect of large of large 

verticalvertical velocitiesvelocities (and (and fluxesfluxes ) ) connectedconnected withwith convectionconvection. . 



ConvectionConvection, , condensationcondensation, , precipitationprecipitation in HIRLAM (2)in HIRLAM (2)

The stratiform The stratiform schemesschemes in in bothboth RaschRasch--KristjanssonKristjansson (RK)  and STRACO have (RK)  and STRACO have 

to to somesome extentextent beenbeen developeddeveloped from from Sundqvist’sSundqvist’s workwork ((SundqvistSundqvist 1988, 1993)1988, 1993)

For RK  For RK  thisthis mainlymainly appliesapplies to the to the condensationcondensation//cloudcloud processprocess whilewhile the the 

microphysicsmicrophysics includingincluding precipitationprecipitation releaserelease is is quitequite differentdifferent originatingoriginating fromfrom

schemesschemes in finer in finer scalescale models.models.

For STRACO For STRACO schemescheme the the similaritysimilarity withwith SundqvistSundqvist developmentsdevelopments is is 
particularlyparticularly withwith regardregard to to precipitationprecipitation releaserelease whichwhich has has beenbeen furtherfurther
developeddeveloped ( ( e.ge.g. Korsholm et al. , HIRLAM . Korsholm et al. , HIRLAM NewsletterNewsletter No. 54)No. 54)

The The schemesschemes treattreat cloudcloud cover in a  cover in a  pseudopseudo--prognosticprognostic wayway ((computingcomputing a a 
tendencytendency).).



ConvectionConvection, , condensationcondensation, , precipitationprecipitation in HIRLAM (3)in HIRLAM (3)

The The convectionconvection schemesschemes have a have a differentdifferent originorigin. . 

The The Kain Kain FritschFritsch schemescheme has has beenbeen

developeddeveloped ((mainlymainly in the US  by  J. Kain in the US  by  J. Kain sincesince latelate 1980s) 1980s) 

The The STRACOSTRACO schemescheme startedstarted in 1990s in the HIRLAMin 1990s in the HIRLAM--4 4 projectproject..

It It waswas developeddeveloped onon the basis of a the basis of a previousprevious ECMWF ECMWF convectionconvection schemescheme

introducingintroducing manymany changeschanges includingincluding convectiveconvective transports of transports of cloudcloud

condensatecondensate. The . The precipitationprecipitation releaserelease waswas keptkept in the in the frameworkframework of of 

the the workwork of  of  SundqvistSundqvist (1988, 1993).  (1988, 1993).  

BothBoth convectionconvection schemesschemes shareshare the the basicbasic grossgross conceptsconcepts of of convectionconvection schemesschemes::

( ( triggeringtriggering , , cloudcloud model,  model,  closureclosure assumptionassumption , , microphysicsmicrophysics assumptionsassumptions ))
but  but  useuse differentdifferent methodsmethods outlinedoutlined belowbelow::



ConvectionConvection, , condensationcondensation, , precipitationprecipitation in HIRLAM (4)in HIRLAM (4)

TriggeringTriggering::
In In bothboth schemesschemes a a searchsearch throughoutthroughout the the depthdepth of the of the tropospheretroposphere is done is done 
to to estimateestimate favorable favorable forcingforcing conditionsconditions for initiation of for initiation of convectionconvection

KFKF:  :  effectiveeffective temperaturetemperature perturbation at the perturbation at the liftinglifting condensationcondensation levellevel

dependingdepending onon meanmean verticalvertical velocityvelocity (at LCL) and model (at LCL) and model gridgrid sizesize. . 
AlsoAlso the the temperaturetemperature + + humidityhumidity structurestructure closeclose to LCL is to LCL is takentaken intointo accountaccount
AddingAdding thisthis temperaturetemperature perturbation to the perturbation to the temperturetemperture
of a of a liftedlifted air parcel air parcel shouldshould exceedexceed the the environmentalenvironmental
temperaturetemperature to to initiateinitiate convectiveconvective computationscomputations ((cloudcloud model). model). 
AlsoAlso turbulenceturbulence intensityintensity (TKE) in the (TKE) in the boundaryboundary layerlayer is is usedused as a as a triggertrigger
for for convectionconvection.  .  -- In In somesome versions of the versions of the schemescheme subgrid subgrid scalescale verticalvertical
variancevariance is is estimatedestimated as a as a functionfunction of of variancevariance of orography.of orography.

STRACO:  STRACO:  temperaturetemperature and and humidityhumidity perturbations perturbations areare estimatedestimated as a as a 

functionfunction of model resolution (of model resolution (decreasingdecreasing withwith diminishingdiminishing gridgrid sizesize) ) 
and  turbulent and  turbulent kinetickinetic energyenergy (TKE). (TKE). 



ConvectionConvection, , condensationcondensation, , precipitationprecipitation in HIRLAM (5)in HIRLAM (5)

CloudCloud model:model:

A A cloudcloud ascentascent is is simulatedsimulated in in bothboth schemesschemes takingtaking intointo accountaccount entrainmententrainment
processesprocesses betweenbetween cloudcloud and and environmentenvironment whichwhich maymay reducereduce cloudcloud buoyancybuoyancy
and and ultimatelyultimately stop stop convectionconvection..

KF:  KF:  upwardupward and and downwarddownward cloudycloudy massmass fluxesfluxes areare computedcomputed and and evolvesevolves as a as a combinedcombined
effecteffect of  positive and negative of  positive and negative contributionscontributions ( ( entrainmententrainment fluxflux and and detrainmentdetrainment fluxflux, , 
respectivelyrespectively) The total ) The total massmass fluxflux at a given at a given levellevel shouldshould bebe zerozero.  The mas .  The mas fluxflux of of 
environmentalenvironmental air is air is computedcomputed to to provideprovide thisthis conditioncondition.  From the .  From the massmass fluxflux and the and the 
termodynamictermodynamic variables the variables the fluxesfluxes and and tendenciestendencies of the of the prognosticprognostic variables variables cancan bebe
determineddetermined ((excludingexcluding somesome precipitationprecipitation and evaporation and evaporation effectseffects ) ) 

The The microphysicsmicrophysics takestakes carecare of the rest.  of the rest.  

But  in But  in practicepractice the the schemescheme decidesdecides to to rescalerescale massmass fluxesfluxes

to to reducereduce CAPE  by a CAPE  by a certaincertain magnitudemagnitude ((explainedexplained in in connectionconnection withwith ’’closureclosure’).’).



ConvectionConvection, , condensationcondensation, , precipitationprecipitation in HIRLAM (6)in HIRLAM (6)

STRACO:  STRACO:  

VerticalVertical extentextent of of convectiveconvective cloudcloud determineddetermined from from entrainmententrainment

parameterizationparameterization dependingdepending onon model resolution and model resolution and environmentalenvironmental

propertiesproperties ( ( temperaturetemperature humidityhumidity, , windwind))

The The tendenciestendencies from from convectionconvection areare determineddetermined as a as a functionfunction of theof the

convergingconverging humidityhumidity and and specifiedspecified verticalvertical functionsfunctions for for heatingheating ,,

moisteningmoistening, and , and cloudcloud waterwater generation (generation (dependingdepending onon the the 

cloudcloud model model ascentascent). ). AdditionalAdditional effectseffects of  ’of  ’overshootingovershooting convectiveconvective

eddieseddies’ at ’ at cloudcloud tops tops areare includedincluded affectingaffecting all all levelslevels activeactive in the in the 

convectiveconvective processprocess. . 



ConvectionConvection, , condensationcondensation, , precipitationprecipitation in HIRLAM (7)in HIRLAM (7)

ClosureClosure:: BasicBasic assumptionsassumptions to `to `closeclose’ the problem. ’ the problem. 
KF:  KF:  

CAPE  CAPE  closureclosure. All . All convectiveconvective massmass fluxesfluxes areare scaledscaled to to reducereduce

CAPE by at CAPE by at leastleast 90 90 percentpercent over  a over  a convectiveconvective time time scalescale ((e.ge.g. 1800 s). . 1800 s). 

The reference The reference profileprofile waswas in in earlyearly versions an `versions an `undilutedundiluted ’ ’ 

parcel parcel ascentascent, in recent version , in recent version developeddeveloped in CAM3 the in CAM3 the 

reference is a reference is a meanmean cloudcloud ascentascent. . 

STRACOSTRACO

NoNo ’’rescalingrescaling’ is done. ’ is done. CurrentlyCurrently the the moisturemoisture budget budget 

((convergenceconvergence of of humidityhumidity) , ) , assumptionsassumptions and and computationscomputations

in the in the cloudcloud model  plus model  plus equationequation for evaporation of for evaporation of cloudcloud condensatecondensate

generatedgenerated by by convectionconvection determinesdetermines convectiveconvective tendenciestendencies excludingexcluding

microphysicsmicrophysics associatedassociated withwith precipitatonprecipitaton. . 



ConvectionConvection, , condensationcondensation, , precipitationprecipitation in HIRLAM (8)in HIRLAM (8)

MicrophysicsMicrophysics ((precipitationprecipitation and evaporation and evaporation relatedrelated effectseffects))

KF   : simple KF   : simple precipitationprecipitation releaserelease as a as a functionfunction of  of  cloudcloud condensatecondensate
in the in the convectiveconvective updraftupdraft and  and  meanmean verticalvertical velocityvelocity. . SomeSome
adjustmentsadjustments of of precipitationprecipitation fluxflux from an from an empiricalempirical relationshiprelationship
for for precipitationprecipitation efficiencyefficiency ((evaporativeevaporative effectseffects))

STRACO:  Same STRACO:  Same frameworkframework as as usedused for stratiform for stratiform schemescheme
((seesee Korsholm et al, HIRLAM Korsholm et al, HIRLAM NewsletterNewsletter no. 54, June 2008)no. 54, June 2008)
but the but the formulationsformulations enableenable thatthat relevant parametersrelevant parameters
cancan taketake onon differentdifferent valuesvalues in in convectiveconvective conditionsconditions..



ConvectionConvection, , condensationcondensation, , precipitationprecipitation in HIRLAM (9)in HIRLAM (9)

DevelopmentDevelopment issuesissues of  KFof  KF--RK and STRACO RK and STRACO schemesschemes::

BothBoth schemesschemes willwill in the future in the future bebe ableable to to useuse cloudcloud waterwater and and cloudcloud iceice
(and (and probablyprobably more variables in the future). For the STRACO more variables in the future). For the STRACO schemescheme convectiveconvective
transports of transports of extraextra tracer variables tracer variables areare currentlycurrently beingbeing developeddeveloped and and testedtested..

In In HIRLAMHIRLAM--modelmodel KFKF--RK has RK has currentlycurrently a reputation  for a reputation  for predictingpredicting highhigh precipitationprecipitation

amountsamounts betterbetter thanthan STRACO STRACO schemescheme but the but the reversereverse appliesapplies to small to small precipitationprecipitation

amountsamounts. . 

New New developmentsdevelopments of the of the schemesschemes (in CAM3 to (in CAM3 to bebe adoptedadopted for HIRLAM) and for HIRLAM) and 
in STRACO in STRACO seemseem to to produceproduce schemesschemes withwith more more similarsimilar behaviourbehaviour thanthan seenseen
previouslypreviously ––

for STRACO for STRACO somesome treatmenttreatment of of locallocal CAPE is CAPE is introducedintroduced whilewhile the CAPE the CAPE 
closureclosure of KF is of KF is becomingbecoming lessless extremeextreme in in forthcomingforthcoming CAM3CAM3--version to version to bebe
usedused in HIRLAM. in HIRLAM. 



International International collaborationcollaboration ::
GEWEX GEWEX cloudcloud system system studystudy (GCSS)(GCSS)

GEWEX is GEWEX is establishedestablished under the World under the World ClimateClimate Research Programme (WCRP)Research Programme (WCRP)

It is It is generallygenerally recognizedrecognized thatthat inadequateinadequate parameterizationparameterization of of cloudsclouds is is oneone of of 
the the greatestgreatest sourcessources of of uncertaintyuncertainty in the in the predictionprediction of of weatherweather and and climateclimate. . 

Recent GCSS meeting (4th PANRecent GCSS meeting (4th PAN--GCSS meeting) GCSS meeting) waswas held in Toulouse held in Toulouse 
June 2008 ( See the June 2008 ( See the manymany relevant relevant abstractsabstracts onon

www.knmi.nl/~siebesma/PNNwww.knmi.nl/~siebesma/PNN--GCSS/GCSS/ ))

GCSS is GCSS is developingdeveloping betterbetter parameterizationsparameterizations of of cloudcloud systems for systems for climateclimate
models by models by improvingimproving ourour understandingunderstanding of the of the physicalphysical processesprocesses at at workwork
withinwithin the the followingfollowing types of types of cloudcloud systems:systems: (1) (1) boundaryboundary layerlayer, (2) , (2) cirruscirrus, (3) , (3) 
extraextra tropicaltropical layerlayer, (4) , (4) precipitatingprecipitating convectiveconvective, and (5) polar., and (5) polar. ThereThere areare fivefive
GCSS GCSS workingworking groupsgroups, , oneone for for eacheach type of type of cloudcloud system. system. EachEach of of thesethese
workingworking groupsgroups has has adoptedadopted singlesingle--column column modelingmodeling as a as a keykey research research 
strategystrategy, and , and eacheach is is alsoalso makingmaking useuse of of cloudcloud ensemble models.ensemble models.



GCSS GCSS workingworking groupsgroups

The GCSS The GCSS workingworking groupsgroups areare performingperforming the the followingfollowing activitiesactivities: : 
IdentifingIdentifing and and developingdeveloping cloudcloud--resolvingresolving and mesoscale models and mesoscale models appropriateappropriate
for for eacheach cloudcloud system type. system type. 

SpecifingSpecifing blueprintsblueprints of minimum of minimum observationalobservational requirementsrequirements for the for the 
developmentdevelopment and and validationvalidation of of thesethese models. models. 

AssemblingAssembling, for , for particularparticular cloudcloud types, types, casecase--studystudy data sets data sets accessibleaccessible to the to the 
communitycommunity of (a) of (a) matchedmatched observations from observations from satellitessatellites, , surfacesurface and and aircraftaircraft, , 
and (b) and (b) modelmodel--derivedderived syntheticsynthetic data sets. data sets. 

ConductingConducting workshops, workshops, includingincluding model model intercomparisionsintercomparisions usingusing the the aboveabove
case case studystudy data sets. data sets. 

UsingUsing the data sets to the data sets to derivederive a a betterbetter understandingunderstanding of the of the coupledcoupled processesprocesses
withinwithin differentdifferent types of types of cloudcloud systems and to systems and to derivederive improvedimproved
parameterizationparameterization schemesschemes for for largelarge--scalescale models.models.



GCSS GCSS ––relatedrelated workwork withwith HIRLAMHIRLAM

SomeSome GCSS GCSS relatedrelated 1D 1D cloudcloud physicsphysics tests have tests have beenbeen conductedconducted ..
Initial and Initial and boundaryboundary conditionsconditions and and dynamicaldynamical forcingforcing is is specifiedspecified
in the case in the case descriptiondescription..
Model simulation Model simulation resultsresults, , e.ge.g. . fractionalfractional cloudcloud cover, cover, amountamount of of cloudcloud
condensatecondensate etc.  etc.  cancan bebe comparedcompared to the model to the model resultsresults of LES. of LES. 
ThisThis type of type of experimentsexperiments cancan bebe usedused for tests and for tests and developmentsdevelopments
of of cloudcloud parameterizationsparameterizations..

EXAMPLE : EXAMPLE : 
The `ASTEX stratocumulus´ case.  It has The `ASTEX stratocumulus´ case.  It has beenbeen possiblepossible to to 
verifyverify, , e.ge.g.  .  thatthat the HIRLAM the HIRLAM physicsphysics cancan produceproduce a a realisticrealistic
`̀cloudcloud top top entrainmententrainment´ for the ´ for the experimentalexperimental conditionsconditions of of thisthis case. case. 
The The entrainmententrainment of dry air at the top of dry air at the top impliesimplies thatthat the the wholewhole cloudcloud layerlayer is is 
’’liftedlifted’ ’ duringduring the simulation time. the simulation time. 



ASTEX case:ASTEX case:

Simulations Simulations withwith HIRLAM HIRLAM physicsphysics::

NumberNumber of of levelslevels :: 80 , 80 , withwith 17 17 belowbelow 1 km, 33 1 km, 33 belowbelow 3 km3 km
Time stepTime step: 150s, (75s): 150s, (75s)

ASTEX:ASTEX: (12(12--13 June 1992)13 June 1992)
--AtlanticAtlantic Stratocumulus Transition Stratocumulus Transition EXperimentEXperiment ––

((BrethertonBretherton and and PincusPincus 1995),  simulation 1995),  simulation periodperiod: 24 h: 24 h
ForecastForecast lengthlength: 24h. : 24h. 



ASTEX ASTEX liquidliquid waterwater pot. pot. temperaturetemperature (24h)(24h)



ASTEX ASTEX cloudcloud cover  (24h)cover  (24h)



ASTEX ASTEX liquidliquid waterwater (24h)(24h)



ConclusionsConclusions and and outlookoutlook (1)(1)

•• CloudsClouds areare veryvery importantimportant in relation to in relation to weatherweather-- and and climateclimate
type of modelstype of models

•• The The comingcoming yearsyears willwill show to show to whatwhat extentextent new model new model 
developmentsdevelopments relatedrelated to aerosols (and to aerosols (and chemistrychemistry) ) willwill

show up in show up in increasedincreased skillsskills of NWP type of model of NWP type of model predictionspredictions. . 

•• As the model resolution As the model resolution increasesincreases new new challengeschallenges imergeimerge. It is . It is 
importantimportant to understand the to understand the effecteffect of of variousvarious approximationsapproximations
((e.ge.g. `column . `column physicsphysics ’)’)



ConclusionsConclusions and and outlookoutlook (2)(2)

•• DataData--assimilation of new variables assimilation of new variables relatedrelated to aerosol and air to aerosol and air 
pollution/pollution/chemistrychemistry willwill bebe importantimportant to to getget maximummaximum benefitbenefit

of new model of new model extensionsextensions relatedrelated to to airair--qualityquality..

•• DataData--assimilation at assimilation at veryvery highhigh resolution resolution requiresrequires more research more research 
and computer power. It and computer power. It seemsseems importantimportant to do research in to do research in 
assimilation of assimilation of moisturemoisture relatedrelated data at data at veryvery highhigh resolution to resolution to 
provideprovide optimal optimal conditionsconditions for for cloudcloud predictionprediction !!

•• NHNH--modelsmodels areare in general in general computationallycomputationally expensiveexpensive –– as a as a 
consequenceconsequence it is a it is a challengechallenge to do to do frequentfrequent updateupdate short range short range 
forecastsforecasts. . 



AppendixAppendix::
EquationsEquations solvedsolved to to determinedetermine
convectiveconvective cloudcloud cover.cover.
The The areaarea of the of the greygrey ((cloudcloud))
part of the PDF part of the PDF shownshown belowbelow
is is equalequal to the to the convectiveconvective
cloudcloud cover   cover   



BasedBased onon the the asymmetricasymmetric rectangularrectangular PDF PDF boxbox
structurestructure and and relatedrelated equationsequations it is it is possiblepossible to to derivederive

the the followingfollowing formulaformula (1) for (1) for convectiveconvective cloudcloud cover cover ifif the medium the medium boxbox has has zerozero amplitudeamplitude
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